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I.

Overview and Introduction

The goal of the Shelter Cove Architectural Guidelines is to ensure harmony of architectural design and
quality of construction in the Shelter Cove community. It is not the intent of the Guidelines to be unduly
restrictive or repressive. While each home may make a positive individual architectural statement, when
viewed together the homes must contribute to an outstanding and harmonious community environment.
Compliance with the standards presented in the Guidelines will ensure maintainability and sustainability of
the attractiveness of Shelter Cove and will distinguish Shelter Cove as a unique and desirable community in
which to live and play. Since Shelter Cove’s inception in 2004, great care has been taken in planning,
design, and construction within the community. In order to maintain property values, it is critically
important not to compromise standards for quality of design, construction, and overall aesthetics.
Shelter Cove is a superior boating community with accesses to the Intracoastal Waterway and to
uncrowded sandy beaches, surf, and sea breezes. The community has its own well and pumping facilities
providing an efficient irrigation system for all properties as part of the HOA (Home Owners Association)
amenities. Shelter Cove has a first-rate community center with an attractive swimming pool, and it has
employed successful use of ponds and topography to provide attractive natural vegetation buffers and to
manage storm water runoff effectively. Shelter Cove strives to ensure that regulatory requirements of
Florida EPA, Army Corps of Engineers, St. Johns River Water Management District (SJRWMD), Beverly
Beach, and Flagler County are followed closely.
Shelter Cove’s HOA Declarations of Protective Covenants (“Declarations”) emphasize the “…desire to
maintain design criteria, location, and construction specifications, and other controls to assure the integrity
of the subdivision.” The Declarations further state that “…all homes in Shelter Cove will be required to be
constructed and maintained in accordance with the design criteria…” Finally, the Declarations provide for
the Architecture Review Committee (“ARC”) to have exclusive jurisdiction over all construction on any
portion of the properties. The ARC has been given sole responsibility and authority to prepare and amend
the Guidelines, which provide standards for new construction and for modifications to existing
improvements (ref. Declarations, Article VIII, Section 1, Book 1056, page 0707).
The Guidelines have been established to provide property owners, architects, and contractors with a set of
standards and parameters for the preparation of their drawings and specifications, to describe the
application and approval process, and to guide conduct during construction and habitation. In the event
that conflict exists between these guidelines and published regulatory requirements, the stricter of the two
regulations takes precedence. In the interest of continuous improvement, the ARC welcomes suggestions,
comments, and ideas to make the Guidelines more effective and to keep pace with technological
advancements in materials, construction methods, and regulatory trends. For providing input to the
Guidelines or for clarification, please contact the Property Management Company below:
Sovereign & Jacobs Property Management
ATTN: Shelter Cove Architectural Review Committee
461 A1A Beach Blvd.
St. Augustine, FL 32080
Phone: 904-461-5556
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II.

Definitions:
“ARC” means the Architectural Review Committee established under Article VIII of the
Declarations for Shelter Cove.
“Builder” or “Contractor” means the certified, licensed, and insured general contractor
actively operating in Florida
“Building Area” means that area within the building lines which contains the principal
building, overhangs, patio, porch, lanai, and other accessory uses.
“Building Height” means the vertical distance from the mean elevation of the unimproved
lot per the original survey to the mean height between eaves and ridge.
“CBS” means Concrete Block Stucco wall construction
“Common Area” means those areas of land and the improvements upon them dedicated to
passage, enjoyment, buffer, conservation, and storm water control for the common benefit
of the owners and occupants of the community.
“Community” means the Shelter Cove Subdivision.
“Declarations” means the Declarations of Protective Covenants, Restrictions, Easements,
Charges, and Liens recorded with Flagler County for Shelter Cove
“Fences” are considered structures and must be permitted, approved, and built with the
same restrictions and regulations as any other structure.
“HOA” means the Shelter Cove Homeowner’s Association.
“HVAC” means heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment
“Home” or “Dwelling” means a single-family home completed upon a subdivision lot.
“Landscape Plan” means a drawing accurately showing the lot boundaries, setback lines,
structures and related improvements (e.g. home, patio, pool, driveway, etc.), and the
proposed location and type for trees, shrubs, and other planting and beds, including a bill
of materials.
“Lot” means land with delineated boundaries recorded on the subdivision plat that is
intended for residential use and is not in a common area.
“LP Tank” means Liquid Propane storage tank
“Planning Meeting” means the review by the ARC of the builder’s qualifications and a
detailed review of the plans for the home, structure, landscape, or other improvements.
“PWC” means personal watercraft or jet ski.
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“Setback" shall mean an area along the boundary of a Lot where no building or other
structures Including, without limitation, swimming pools, fences, patios or decks shall be
permitted, without the express written permission of the ARC. However, the location of
normal air handling and heat, ventilation, air conditioning units within such Setback area
shall be permissible so long as it is in conjunction with an approved residential building or
other structure located on the lot.
“Shelter Cove” means the Shelter Cove Homeowners Association or “HOA”.
“Structure” means anything constructed or erected which requires a permanent location
on the land or is attached to something having permanent location on the land.
“Variance” means any deviation from an approved plan or from a specification or provision
in ARC Guideline which must be approved by the ARC.
“Walls” are considered structures and must be permitted, approved, and built with the
same restrictions and regulations as any other structure.
III.

General Rules for Construction
A. Prior to signing any agreements with a builder, and prior to submitting a construction
application to the ARC, it is strongly encouraged that the owner(s) contact the ARC
(through the Property Manager) to discuss the qualifications and experience of the
proposed builder(s). Due to adverse history or other negative factors, such as quality and
code violations, certain builders may not be approved to build in Shelter Cove.
B. The builder or contractor must be a certified residential general contractor in the state of
Florida and actively engaged in residential home construction. Certification and proof of
insurance must be current from planning the project through the completion. New
contractors must apply per section IV A 2.
C. Approval by the ARC is required before obtaining required permits from appropriate
federal, state, and local agencies. These approvals are all required before starting
construction.
D. Completion of construction must be within 1.5 years from starting construction. Extension
requires ARC approval.
E. Speed limits within the community are 15 MPH. The HOA reserves the right to ban any
contractor or individual worker from the community for violation of the community speed
limit.
F. Contractors are required to keep the job site as neat and clean as possible. Trash and
discarded materials must be removed daily. Stockpiling trash or materials in the street or
on adjacent lots is not permitted. Parking on adjacent vacant lots is strictly prohibited,
unless approved by the lot owner.
G. Proper erosion control is the responsibility of the contractor. Adequate silt fencing and
gravel at the entry drive must be installed and maintained during construction.
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H. Contractors will use only the utilities provided on the immediate site on which they are
working.
I.

Vehicles must be parked on only one side of the street or on the construction site. No
construction vehicles or equipment may be parked on the street overnight.

J.

Washing of any construction vehicles and equipment is prohibited on the street.

K. Spills must be reported and properly cleaned up by the contractor.
L. Wetlands, conservation areas and buffers must be marked clearly with stakes and ribbons
by a registered surveyor for the entire term of the project. Contractors doing work
adjacent to wetlands or conservation areas must not encroach on that area unless
specifically authorized by the ARC.
M. Loud radios and vehicle mounted speakers are not allowed in the community. Builders and
owners must comply with Beverly Beach noise ordinances.
N. Contractors and service personnel are not allowed to bring pets into the community.
O. Building permits are the only sign or document allowed to be posted at the job site during
construction. Business signs and other forms of advertising are not allowed to be displayed
on the property.
P. The contractor and homeowner are responsible for compliance with all applicable Federal,
State, County, and local laws and codes, including any necessary permits and approvals for
the work.
Q. Should an incident occur, damaging HOA Common Areas or infrastructure during
construction (e.g. broken irrigation main), the contractor needs to immediately notify one
of the HOA contacts (ref. Appendix D). In this event, the HOA will dispatch our authorized
vendors to do repair work. This is to ensure that the work is done properly to the
established standards and without further complications. Failure to follow this procedure
may result in the work being re-done and charged to the builder or owner accordingly.
R. Builders and their sub-contractors who have demonstrated disregard for ARC Guidelines,
community ordinances, HOA Covenants and rules, or overall work quality, may be excluded
from performing future work in the community.
IV.

New Construction
A. General Provisions
1. Lots may be combined to create a larger lot, but lots may not be subdivided. Only
one home may be built on a lot.
2. HOA Covenants provide for an Accepted Builder program, per Article II Section 5-C,
to promote a high quality of development in Shelter Cove. These ARC Guidelines
show current Accepted Contractors in Appendix Exhibits H through K for Home
Builders, Dock Builders, Pool Builders, and Landscape/Irrigation Contractors. If the
property owner wishes to use a contractor not listed on the Accepted List,
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application to the ARC for acceptance should be made using the appropriate form
in Appendix Exhibits M1-M3.
3. Construction plans shall be submitted in advance to the ARC for approval as to
quality of workmanship and design and harmony of external design with existing
structures, and as to location in relation to surrounding structures, topography, and
finish grade elevation. While the theme and character of Shelter Cove is based on
fine homes with roots in Tuscan Style, changing tastes and preferences allows
expanded style evolution to the extent that new homes present a premium
appearance and have design harmony with existing homes. New homes are
governed by Shelter Cove Architectural Guidelines with the objective that they
enhance and unify the overall appearance and visual impact of the community,
without having a “cookie cutter” appearance of style similarity. New homes must
be cohesive with the community character, compatible with existing homes, and
present a first-rate appearance using quality materials.
4. All homes are single family homes completed upon a subdivision lot. Structures
must be new construction upon the lot and built according to the Guidelines and
ARC approved plans. Moving existing buildings is prohibited.
5. Minimum size of the home is 2400 square feet living area under HVAC, except that
lots located on the Intracoastal Waterway must have a minimum 3000 square feet
living area under HVAC. Minimum requirements are calculated exclusive of garage,
decks, lanai, and porches.
6. No building or structure, including porches, decks, swimming pools, shall be
erected so as to encroach, at ground level, into any of the Setback lines as
described in the ARC Guidelines or any amendment thereto so as to be nearer to
the Lot boundary line than such Setback line.
a) The location of normal equipment pads for generators, water treatment, and
air handling and heat, ventilation and air conditioning units within such Setback
area shall be permissible, subject to ARC approval, so long as it is in conjunction
with an approved residential structure on said Lot.
b) Where because of size, configuration, natural terrain, or any other reason in
the opinion of the ARC, it would be in the best interest of the development of
the Subdivision that the setback lines on any Lot should be altered or changed,
then the ARC reserves unto itself, its successors or assigns, and no other, the
right to grant a variance to the Lot Owner. This is on a case-by-case basis and
does not set a precedent for setback changes.
c) Some portions of the Subdivision are subject to a Conservation Easement in
favor of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, and further
subject to an upland Buffer adjacent thereto. These lands are protected areas.
Activities, including but not limited to construction activities, are restricted in
these protected areas and may require permits from appropriate governmental
agencies.
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d) The setbacks for Shelter Cove HOA Lots are as follows:
i.

Front yard: 25 feet from the street curb to the nearest point of the
dwelling at ground level

ii.

Side yard: 7.5 feet from the side property line to the nearest point of
the dwelling at ground level, and 20 feet abutting any street. For side
yards abutting a seawall, see item iv below.

iii.

Rear yard: 20 feet from the rear lot line to the nearest point of the
dwelling unit at ground level, or 10 feet from Conservation Easements
for those lots with rear yard Conservation Easements. Minimum
setback is 10 feet for accessory structures, such as swimming pools,
screened Enclosures, get-wet pools, hot tubs, patios, fences, and
porches, except where such structures would impact the tied back
supports for the sea walls on canal lots, which impacts are not
permitted. See item iv below.

iv.

Side yard and Rear yard setbacks to seawalls are recommended to be
20 feet to avoid impact to seawall tie-back support systems. Locating
any structure between 20 feet and the minimum 10 feet setback is
solely and completely at the risk of the lot owner for any disturbance or
damage to the seawall, its supporting systems, or resulting collateral
damage to any adjacent seawall integrity.

6. Homes are limited to two stories and a maximum overall height of 35 feet above
the finished floor elevation (FFE) and a finished floor elevation (FFE) is limited to
20” above the highest nearby street surface for monolithic slab construction, and
30” above the highest nearby street surface for stem wall construction. Elevation
exceptions for topography must be approved by the ARC (e.g. lots backing to A1A).
7. The exterior walls are to be primarily of CBS construction with painted stucco
finish. Alternate materials may be used for trim, accents, and enhancement of
vertical surfaces (e.g. stone veneer, Hardie Board ® trim, composite frieze boards
and corbels, etc.), but materials must be durable, attractive, and provide a highquality appearance that enhances the style of the home. Second floor exterior
walls may be CBS, wood framing, or a combination of both. Exposed exterior walls
are to have a painted stucco finish. Exposed exterior walls composed of painted
concrete block, imitation asphalt brick siding, tar paper, and imitation asphalt stone
siding shall be prohibited. All other materials are subject to the approval of the
ARC, which may approve or reject such materials in its discretion, on purely
aesthetic grounds.
8. The main entrance should have a sense of prominence reflected in the design. The
entrance should be sheltered on the exterior.
9. Soffits and fascia must be Hardie Board ®. Aluminum and plastic soffits and fascia
materials are not allowed.
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10. Garage doors are to have a raised panel or continuous embossed surface with no
glass and are to be painted in a color harmonizing with the home.
11. Columns must be at least 12” by 12” and have base and capital detailing.
12. Driveways, front walks, and walks of any kind are to be composed of pavers.
Exceptions must be approved by the ARC.
13. In order to protect utilities during and after construction, underground utilities
must be identified with flags on the lot. Prior to starting construction, the driveway
area and any access points for construction where vehicles or equipment are likely
to cross the lot or where excavation will occur, all HOA utilities, such as irrigation
mains, power for streetlights, power to the pump station, and all other power,
irrigation, drainage, sewer, water, cable, phone, and power lines must be shielded
in durable sleeves (see IV B 7 [c]). This shielding must be inspected and approved
by the ARC prior to continuing lot access and construction.
14. Tile roofs are required, which may be barrel or flat, concrete or clay, and their color
must harmonize with the home.
15. All roof structures, such as attic, dryer, and plumbing vents, gutters, and other
visible components are required be treated to match the roof color.
16. Flue pipes are required to be encased with a chimney enclosure of masonry or
stucco and supported by a foundation at grade when located on an exterior wall.
17. Patio, Lanai, Balcony, and Florida Room floors may be stone, concrete, porcelain
tiles, or pavers. Wood or composite decking is not permitted, except on boat
docks. Balcony railings and fencing must be an appropriate design, color, and of
durable materials, not plastic or wood.
18. Exterior lighting fixtures must be noted on the plans and must be of a quality, style,
and proportion appropriate to the design of the home. Security flood lights are
permitted only under the eaves. Lighting must not intrude upon the privacy of
neighboring homes.
19. Electrical and telephone service lines must be placed underground. No TV or radio
antenna may be placed visibly on the lot; Satellite dish antenna may not exceed 24
inch diameter, and, to the extent possible, will be screened from view. Placement
and screening of the antenna must be approved by ARC.
20. Construction materials chosen in the design must present an appropriate
appearance and be durable, resistant to corrosion, and resistant to sun damage.
Materials and colors for exposed exterior surfaces are subject to ARC approval.
B. Landscaping and Irrigation
1. Prior to starting installation, a Landscape Plan must be submitted for ARC approval.
The Landscape Plan must be done by a landscape architect or designer licensed in
the state of Florida. The Landscape Contractor to perform the work must be clearly
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noted on the Landscape Plan and must be approved by the Shelter Cove HOA ARC.
To be approved, the Landscape Contractor must be qualified with demonstrated
experience in the state of Florida. Demonstration of experience must be
evidenced by completing the application form for a New Landscape Contractor,
Appendix Exhibit M2.
2. The Landscape Plan must accurately show lot boundaries, paths, LP tank, all
structures and related improvements (e.g. home, patio, pool, driveway, etc.), and
the proposed location and type for trees, shrubs, and other planting and beds. All
plant materials introduced onto the property should be low maintenance and salt
tolerant and must meet size and quality requirements of the ARC Guidelines and
submitted plans (Florida #1 plant material or better per Appendix Exhibits D and E).
The Bill of Materials on the Landscape Plan must match the quantity and type of
plantings shown on the drawing. There should be planting beds surrounding the
home with a minimum of 150 plantings (e.g. 10 sabal palms, 3 Italian Cypress, 137
additional plants from Appendix D and E).
3. Sabal palms should be a minimum 10’ tall. All Other trees, such as cypress must be
at least 4 3-inch DBH (diameter at breast height). There must be at least one native
tree for every 2000 square feet of lot size, and those native trees proposed must be
from the approved list per Appendix Exhibit D. Trees and tall shrubs should be
appropriately staked to ensure vertical installation.
4. If any tree or landscaping approved by the ARC is removed or destroyed, except by
natural disaster, it must be replaced by the owner with comparable type and size.
5. Written warranties must be provided [stated in the submission] by the Landscape
Contractor covering a minimum of 12 months for trees, 6 months for shrubs, and 3
months for sod. Any landscape contractor failing to make a good faith effort to
satisfy warranty claims may be removed from the Accepted Landscape Contractor
list by the ARC and may be denied approval of any future plans or work in the
community.
6. The Irrigation Plan must reflect the standards described in this section and be
professionally executed by an experienced designer. The Irrigation Plan must
accurately show lot boundaries, piping diagram, zones, and the outlines of
landscaping beds, trees, and plant materials to be irrigated. The Irrigation
Contractor must be qualified, experienced, and licensed in the state of Florida to
perform irrigation installations. The Irrigation Contractor must be approved by the
Shelter Cove HOA-ARC.
a. The use of private irrigation is strictly prohibited. The HOA provides an
irrigation water utility up to the home’s zone control valve(s) for each home.
b. All irrigation main piping must be schedule 40 PVC and must be buried at
least 12” deep. Piping ditches must be left open for ARC inspection as part of
landscape approval. Barbed and poly fittings are prohibited. EZ Pipe and
Vartek are permitted. Sleeves under walks and driveways must be schedule
40 PVC. Laterals and zone piping must be schedule 120 or better.
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c. The mainline under the paver driveway must be protected by a sleeve in the
event of a mainline break. The existing irrigation mainline under the
driveway must be removed, then a sleeve installed under the paver driveway
using 4” schedule 40 PVC. The sleeve must extend beyond both sides of the
driveway a minimum of 2’. Once the sleeve is installed, the mainline is to be
replaced inside the sleeve.
d. Based on experience with monitoring HOA irrigation system water flows and
effective irrigation of HOA common areas, users of the irrigation system are
to be standardized on the Hunter Hydrawise, smart WiFi enabled HUNTER
PRO-HC (PHC-6) controller. The control unit must be mounted on the exterior
of the garage for new construction, or on a suitable accessible portion of the
exterior for controls upfitted on existing properties. This controller,
integrated with the HOA irrigation system is designed to reduce
environmental impact, to manage the efficient use HOA irrigation system
capacity, to ensure proper watering of landscape on individual lots and
common areas, to reduce HOA operational costs, and provide timely
detection of irrigation system problems.
e. The use of drip tubing for irrigation is currently restricted. In order to
standardize parts for maintenance, spray heads must be either Rainbird or
Hunter pop-ups, Rainbird 6”-1800 series, or Hunter 6” Pro Spray or 12” of
the same model. Any rotors for the turf must be either Rainbird 3500 series
or Hunter PGP Pro series. Sprays in the turf must use the above series and
brands. PVC risers are prohibited. Irrigation control valves must be either
Rainbird DV or HV series and/or Hunter PGV.
f.

The irrigation system warranty must be submitted in writing for ARC
approval.

g. Irrigation plans must show the irrigation controller type, external mounting
location, location of zone control box, sleeved main line under driveway, inground LP tank location, and other specifications listed in this section.
7. No change in elevation, topography, or drainage may be made without approval of
the ARC. However, this does not preclude filling a lot to comply with state, county,
or municipality elevation requirements
8. Fences and walls require written approval of the ARC for location, configuration,
composition, and color. All fences and walls must be shown on the landscape plan
and their location must comply with Beverly Beach and Flagler County ordinances
in regarding setback from property lines. Animal pens are not permitted.
a. Fences must have a concrete footer to prevent sinking and misalignment
over time in the sandy soil of the community.
b. Fence posts must be of aluminum or CBS construction and be supported by
footers. For canal lots, the concrete footer cannot disturb the integrity of the
existing seawall tie-backs or dead-men anchors.
c. For existing homes, the lot must have survey stakes prior to fence location
being reviewed and approved by the ARC. For new construction, the fence
location must be shown on the survey site plan.
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d. New fencing on a lot adjacent to a lot with existing approved fencing must tie
into the existing fencing and related posts, in order to maintain aesthetic
integrity and to prevent parallel fences a short distance apart.
e. Fences must be aluminum construction, with a painted or anodized black
finish, unless adjoining an existing previously approved fence (per above) of a
different color on an abutting lot, in which case the new fence must match
the existing adjoining fence. Fences should be nominally 5 to 6 feet in height.
f.

Exceptions to the above must have ARC approval.

9. Hedges, shrubs, or low CBS walls should be used where possible to provide noise
screening for equipment such as HVAC and generators. However, no hedges,
shrubs, or vegetation may be used as a separate fence or wall without ARC
approval.
10. LP tanks are to be buried such that they integrate with landscaping beds whenever
possible. The LP tank fill cover must be painted dark green. If the LP tank is not
integrated in a landscaping bed, the LP tank fill cover must have a bed with edging
as a border all the way around the circumference 1’ to 2’ wide to facilitate mowing
and landscape maintenance. NOTE: If the LP tank is placed in the lawn, rather than
in a landscape bed, the HOA is not responsible for any damage to the LP tank
during routine lawn maintenance. LP tanks may not be above ground.
11. Sod installation must be even and without voids and gaps. The sod strips need to
be tightly butted and laid in a checkerboard (staggered) pattern to reduce long
running seams that become ruts. The sod needs to be rolled to make the surface
more even for mowing. Before ARC Inspection the sod should be mowed.
12. After installation, landscape inspection by the ARC will be conducted based on the
landscape plan, previously approved by the ARC (the “Plan”), for quantity, location,
and type. The plantings will also be evaluated to Appendix Exhibits D & E, which
describe the Florida No. 1 grade standard for plants (the “Standard”). The
inspection findings reflect a comparison done by the ARC between the actual
plantings vs. those in the Plan, and the actual plant condition vs. Standard. The
builder and homeowner will receive an inspection report which alerts the builder
and owner to any deficiencies. After review and correction, re-inspection should
be scheduled promptly with the ARC to prevent unnecessary delay of the project
completion.
C. Boat Docks, Lifts, and Seawalls
1. Docks, landings, boathouse, wharfs, seawalls and other structures will not be
constructed or allowed to remain without the approval of the ARC, and in
appropriate cases, government agencies having jurisdiction of the waterway.
2. The ARC reserves the right to require uniformity of design, and plans may be
rejected purely on aesthetics. Docks are limited to one dock per lot.
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3. For lots on the ICW (Intracoastal Waterway), the construction of a dock walkway
shared between two homeowners is encouraged to minimize impact on the
environment. To encourage shared dock walkways, only a single application fee is
required, but the application must show both property owners’ names and
adjoining lot addresses. ICW dock size and location are based on positioning to lot
Riparian lines, wetlands restrictions, and ICW channel coordinates, all of which are
controlled by Federal, State, and County regulatory agencies.
4. To facilitate navigation on the finger canals, the combined width of the dock and
boat must not exceed 15’, measured as intrusion on the canal from the seawall,
with the boat in its stored position. Individual docks on canals are limited to an
overall maximum 46’ length along the property seawall and should be centered on
the lot to the extent possible, with the goal of providing a minimum of 30’ spacing
to adjacent docks sharing the same seawall. Since several docks were built prior to
these ARC Guidelines, and some irregularly shaped lots create limited seawall
space, the ARC may approve different setbacks under special circumstances.
Because of the restricted navigation space within the HOA canals, the ARC reserves
the right to restrict the size, type, and location of the applicant’s dock to best meet
the needs of the community.
5. Since the main east-west canal is used by both Shelter Cove and Sunset Inlet HOA
residents, and since the dredged canal width does not reach from seawall to shore
(dredged width is approximately 30’), docking is limited to elevator structures (e.g.
Deco lift) and restricted to 5’ intrusion on the canal at the waterline. All proposed
main canal dock structures require detailed ARC review and approval to prevent
main canal navigation hazards.
6. Docks must be fixed. Floating boat docks are not permitted. PWC (“jet ski”) lifts
must be vertical elevator-type fixed mechanical lifts attached to the dock structure
(e.g. BH-USA, Mr. Lifter, etc.). All boat lifts require written approval of the ARC for
their location, configuration, structure, materials, and size.
7. All lifts for boats and PWC’s must be structurally supported by pilings and manage
all static and service loads and forces in a manner that is fully independent from
the seawalls.
8. Exterior lighting fixtures for the dock area must be noted on the plans and must be
of a quality, style, and proportion that is in harmony with the design of the home.
Security flood lights are permitted only under the eaves. Lighting must not intrude
upon the privacy of neighboring homes.
9. Detailed 24” x 36” drawings or high-resolution PDF files for the dock and related
structures must be submitted with the application. Descriptive general
specifications and notes are needed to ensure compliance with community
standards. For example, all fasteners and hardware must be stainless steel. Pilings
must be at least 10 inches diameter, must be installed by a marine contractor
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licensed in the state of Florida, and have black piling caps. It is recommended that
the examples shown in the Exhibit section of these Guidelines be reviewed.
10. Boat docks with a roof must match the roof of the home. The dock roof is to be hip
roof design, with a maximum overhang of 2’ and overall area not to exceed 950 sq
ft, based on its projected outline (maximum perimeter 19’ x 50’). Dock and boat
house materials and colors for exposed exterior surfaces must be noted on the
submitted drawings.
11. Seawalls may not be modified and their supporting structure and tie-backs may not
be encroached upon, except with ARC approval.
12. Docks, piers, boat lifts, and seawalls must be maintained by the owner of the
property on which they are located.
13. Seating, benches, storage, and accessories on docks must harmonize with the
surrounding dock structure.
D. Planning Meeting (ARC Review)
1. A Planning Meeting (ARC Review) must be scheduled and conducted with the ARC prior to
applying for city building permits and prior to beginning any construction.
2. If the builder is not on the HOA Accepted Builder list, the resume and references for the builder
must be made available to the ARC prior to the Planning Meeting. The builder’s resume, along
with proof of insurance, and Florida License must be submitted (per Appendix Exhibit M1) with
the plans (below).
3. Plans must be engineering drawings (not hand sketches) of foundation plan, front, rear, and
side elevations, floorplan(s), landscape plan, irrigation system piping plan, and site plan
showing setbacks from property line to building footprint (walls as solid line, overhangs as
dotted line), all either printed on 24” by 36” sheet size, or as high-resolution PDF files. Plans
should include specification of ARC approved materials (e.g. Hardie Board® soffits and fascia).
The landscape plan should include plantings rendered in color, superimposed on house
elevations, with planned exterior colors, showing matured size plants. The irrigation piping plan
should show irrigation zones, irrigation heads, controller, and sleeves. Samples or catalog
renderings of roof tile, pavers, exterior color for body and trim must be submitted or brought
to the meeting. Additionally, manufacturer color catalog views of exterior lighting, front
door(s), and garage doors must be provided. Other exterior improvements, such as generator,
HVAC pads, pool equipment pads, pool, pergola, and patio must also be identified on the plans.
If in hard-copy drawings, this information is to be submitted to the address below at least 10
days prior to the Planning Meeting:
Sovereign & Jacobs Property Management
ATTN: Shelter Cove Architectural Review Committee
461 A1A Beach Blvd.
St. Augustine, FL 32080
PDF/electronic data files are to be submitted to arcdesk@sovereign-jacobs.com.
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4. To facilitate preparation for the Planning Meeting, it is strongly recommended that the owner
and builder carefully review these Guidelines along with the “Home Pkg Example” PDF file and
“Packet Submission Gate” Word file, all located in the ARC Docs tab at
https://sheltercovehoa.com. The Planning Meeting will review the following:

V.

a)

Lot survey with setback dimensions specified

b)

Front, rear, and side elevations

c)

Foundation plan and sections

d)

Floorplan for each floor with square footage calculation

e)

Wall sections with materials noted

f)

Landscape plan

g)

Irrigation plan

h)

Proposed colors for roof tiles and home exterior

i)

Description from a licensed architect describing how the proposed house
design preserves and enhances Shelter Cove community identity by providing
design harmony with existing homes. Photos of existing homes may be used
to illustrate.

j)

Walkthrough of the lot itself with proposed home location staked for
reference.

k)

Photos will be taken to document the existing conditions.

Modifications, Additions, Remodeling, and Improvements
A. No permission or approval is required to remain in accordance with an originally approved
color scheme or to rebuild in accordance with originally approved plans and specifications.
B. The focus of the Guidelines is the lot and exterior of the home. There are no restrictions on
owner modifications to the interior of the home or modifications inside the walled
perimeter area of the home.
C. No change in elevation, topography, or drainage may be made without approval of the
ARC.
D. Buildings, walls, fences, decks, gazebos, pergolas, swimming pools, spas, fountains, trellises,
boat houses, or other structures may neither be started, erected, nor placed, nor exterior
modification be made, without approval of the ARC.
E. Pools are restricted from the front elevation of the home. Pools must be located on the
South, Southeast, or Southwest side of the home.
F. The ARC reserves the right to approve any change in exterior colors, trim, exterior
decoration, ornamentation, landscaping, and statuary.
G. Satellite dish antenna may not exceed 24 inch diameter, and, to the extent possible, will be
screened from view. Placement and screening of the antenna must be approved by ARC.
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VI.

Applications, Fees, and Approvals
A. No structure, patio, fence, wall, swimming pool, or other improvements may be placed on a
lot or altered on a lot without the written approval of the ARC.
B. Landscaping, other than replacement of same, requires ARC approval.
C. Construction or modification of docks and seawalls require ARC approval.
D. To obtain approval, plans must be submitted with a completed Application Form (ref.
Appendix Exhibit B). The plan must specify the proposed location, dimensions,
configuration, color, materials, and other details of the proposed improvement.
E. The lot owner or builder must submit the completed application form, review fee,
construction deposit, and plans in the form of engineering drawings or high-resolution PDF
files, specifications, and color samples to the ARC. The review fee schedule and deposit
schedules are shown in Appendix Exhibit A. All hard-copy submissions should be sent by
mail to the following address:
Sovereign & Jacobs Property Management
ATTN: Shelter Cove Architectural Review Committee
461 A1A Beach Blvd.
St. Augustine, FL 32080
High-definition PDF files may be emailed to arcdesk@sovereign-jacobs.com.
F. After receiving the application and appropriate plans, fees and deposits, the ARC will
schedule a meeting to review and approve plans for new construction, modifications, and
improvements.
G. The ARC reserves the right to disapprove applications and plans purely on aesthetic
considerations.
H. After plan approval and the ARC being notified of work completion, an inspection of the
work must be scheduled to be done by the ARC or its designated agent(s). There is no
charge for the first approval inspection. However, if the work does not conform to the
previously approved plans or to the standards stated in the ARC Guidelines, any subsequent
re-inspection of corrections to plan may require payment of a re-inspection fee for each
subsequent re-inspection. Refer to Appendix A item H.
I.

After plan approval, should there be a need to change an approved plan, application must
be made in writing and submitted by mail to the ARC my mail or email. Requests made by
phone will not be accepted or actioned. Per the Fee Schedule, Appendix A, Items F and G, a
change fee may be charged. The fee for a requested change may range from a minimum of
$0.00 to a maximum of $2500, as shown in Appendix A Fee Schedule Item F, based on the
judgement of the ARC in consideration of the nature, scope, complexity, and community
impact of the requested change. If approved, the ARC may grant a variance to the original
plan. A variance is determined by the ARC for a specific situation. The variance does not
establish a new specification or precedent for other situations. Deviation from an
approved plan without such a variance creates a situation where continuing construction is
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at the owner’s risk. Disregard for HOA and ARC requirements, such as making changes
without an approved variance, is subject to a fee of $50 to $1000, per Appendix A, Item G.
For example, if a builder or owner submits a request for variance directly to the City of
Flagler Beach without prior Shelter Cove ARC review and approval of the variance, a fee of
$1000.00 will be added to the Change fee to cover the additional ARC interface and review
with the City and HOA attorney.
J.

VII.

In reaching an approval or rejection decision for application, plans, changes, completed
work, and all other ARC decisions, the ruling will be based on majority vote of the ARC
members present. In case of a tie vote, the ARC Chairman may break the tie to reach a
decision.

Other Community Restrictions and Requirements.
A. The Shelter Cove website, https://sheltercovehoa.com/, has provisions for advertising
properties for sale by contacting the web administrator, Keith Jones
(keithjonesisit@gmail.com). Signs are not permitted on properties, vacant lots, nor in the
Common Areas, except for directional signs on the day of an open house, and then such
sign size is not to exceed 36” x 36”. Any larger sign requires ARC approval on a case by case
basis.
B. Open houses are limited to one day per month per residence
C. Temporary structures are not allowed, except for contractor structures during approved
active construction of the home. Prohibited are temporary structures and related items
such as sheds, treehouses, clotheslines, trampolines, trailers, above ground pools,
basketball courts, playgrounds, swing sets, batting cages, and sand boxes.
D. Fountains, sculptures, ornamentation, and flags are subject to ARC approval; no approval is
required for appropriate display of the American flag.
E. Each owner is responsible for cleanliness and maintenance of building and grounds,
including underbrush and weeds. The maintenance obligation extends to common area
and street right of way between the boundary lines of each abutting lot and the shore of a
body of water abutting the boundary lines of any lot.
F. Energy Conservation Equipment – solar panels and similar equipment must be approved by
the ARC as a harmonious part of architecture and must not be visible from the street.
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APPENDIX Exhibit A - Fee Schedule

Rev 01/14/2022

SHELTER COVE HOA ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW FEE SCHEDULE
When a homeowner or builder submits plans and specifications to the ARC (Architectural Review
Committee) for review and approval, the submission must include the Application Form used as a record
of the submission, and the appropriate Fees and Deposit from the table below.

ITEM AND SCOPE

FEE

DEPOSIT

FEE REQUIRED

A1

Application for New Home Construction: ARC Application Fee for
review of proposed new construction of a finished single family
$
residence. Owner may "package" with lanai, pool, spa, fence, & dock.

1,000.00

A2

HOA New Home Construction Impact Fee: Due at time of ARC
application submittal for building a new single family residence

$

1,000.00

B.

HOA Central Irrigation Connection Fee: Some lots are pre-paid ($0.00
$
due). Contact the Property Manager regarding your lot.

1,500.00

$

C.

Major alteration or addition: structural or site modifications taking
place after the original construction, significant enough to require a
$
permit. This includes home addition, swimming pool, spa, deck, patio,
lanai, fences, walls, etc.

500.00

$

5,000.00

D.

Boat dock or boat house: building a dock on a canal or waterway
abutting the lot, or building a roofed structure upon the dock, or
installing a boat lift, walkway, or any combination of these items

$

400.00

$

5,000.00

E.

Minor modifications: Structure or site changes of an insignificant
nature, usually not requiring a permit. This includes adding and
removing trees, changing topography, modifying the home's exterior
appearance, expanding a patio, etc.

$

50.00

$

1,000.00

F.

Changes to Approved Plans: Whenever a submission for which the
ARC previously granted approval is resubmitted due to changes in the
planned work or specifications, the ARC will set a review fee from a
minimum of $0 to a maximum of $2500 for variance approval.

minimum $0.00 to
maximum $2500.00

G.

Disregard for HOA/ARC Requirements: Builder or owner change to an
approved plan without prior consultation with, and approval by, the
ARC; Exterior modifications without ARC approval; Failure to clean-up
debris; Construction vehicles parking in unauthorized areas.

minimum $50.00 to
maximum $1000.00

H.

Re-inspections for ARC Approval: If the work does not conform to the
previously approved plans or to the standards stated in the ARC
Guidelines, any subsequent re-inspection must be preceded by
payment of a re-inspection fee for each subsequent re-inspection.

minimum $0.00 to
maximum $100.00

ARC APPROVAL NEEDED, BUT NO FEE REQUIRED
Exterior paint color change
Adding statuary or yard ornamentation
Replacing a tree with a different type
Adding a trellis or garden lattice

$
$
$
$

-

$

10,000.00

-
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Exhibit B - Application Form

SHELTER COVE HOMEOWNER’S ASSOCIATION

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMITTEE
4 Shelter Cove Drive
Flagler Beach, FL 32136

GENERAL APPLICATION FORM
Property Street Address: ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Requestor Information:

Name:

_______________________________________

Email Address: ________________________________
Cell or Phone:
Address (if different than property)

________________________________

City: _________________________________________
State & Zip:

___________________________________

Category of Request:








New residential home construction
Major alteration or addition
Dock, boathouse, or boat lift
Swimming pool, Spa, Patio
Screen enclosure
Change to approved plan
Other (describe)___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Attachments:


Three (3) copies or high-resolution PDF of construction blueprints, per Sect D, pg 13.



Three (3) copies or high-resolution PDF of Site Plan Survey (to include lot dimensions, set-backs,
position and configuration of proposed home)



Set of color samples or pictures per Sect. D, pg 13 (exterior paint, pavers, roof tile, other
exterior colors)



Three (3) copies or high-resolution PDF of Landscape & Irrigation Plans (to include plant types,
sizes, locations, & sod type)

 All drawings to be professional engineering drawings on 24 X 36 sheet size or high-def PDF

Rev 01 25 2018
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Exhibit C - Application Form Instructions
Review Fees and Deposit: Review fees and a separate construction deposit must accompany
this application. Make checks payable to SHELTER COVE HOA. No action will be taken by the
“ARC” until all required items are submitted.

Terms and Conditions: By submission of this form, the homeowner understands and agrees
with the following terms and conditions:
1. The homeowner is responsible for compliance with all applicable HOA rules and guidelines
2. No work may begin until ARC approval is received from the Association
3. All work will be performed in a manner that is timely and minimizes interference and
inconvenience to other residents
4. The homeowner assumes all liability and will be responsible for any and all damages to
other lots and to common areas resulting from performance of the work described in this
application.
5. The homeowner is responsible for the conduct of all persons, agents, contractors,
subcontractors, and employees connected to the work described in this application.
6. The homeowner, contractor, and subcontractors are responsible for compliance with all
applicable Federal, State, County, and local laws and codes, including any necessary
permits and approvals for the work.
7. The homeowner, contractor, and subcontractors are responsible for compliance with
Beverly Beach noise ordinances.
8. The deposit is returned upon successfully executing the plans previously approved by the
ARC; therefore, failure to comply with guidelines or to execute the construction per the
approved plans risks delay of deposit return and potential forfeiture of the deposit.

Rev 01 25 2018
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APPENDIX Exhibit D – Approved Trees

The following is a list of trees that are native to North Florida, proven suitability, and have a salt
tolerance of medium to high.










American Holly
Yaupon Holly
Southern Juniper
White Oak
Chapman Oak
Myrtle Oak
Live Oak
Italian Cypress
Sabal Palm

The following is a list of trees that are native to North Florida and have a salt tolerance of low.





Redbud
Dogwood
Tulip
Bluejack Oak

In compiling the above list, the following were considered: soil characteristics, wet or dry
conditions, pH (acidic or basic), deciduous or non-deciduous, growth rate, natural height, drought
tolerance, and nutritional needs. While there are potentially many native trees from which to
choose, careful considerations of the actual local conditions reduces the list to the above, in order
to both satisfy the requirements of the code and to have good prospects for the long term health of
the tree.

Rev 05 16 2022
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APPENDIX Exhibit E - Quality Specifications

Rev 10 31 2017
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APPENDIX Exhibit F – Tree Specifications

Rev 10 31 2017
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APPENDIX Exhibit G– Shelter Cove Contacts
The following members of the Shelter Cove Association are the primary contacts for
builders and property owners:

NAME

TITLE

EMAIL

CELL PHONE

David Hoyte

HOA President
ARC Chairman

dshoyte@gmail.com

920-912-2422

John Metz

ARC Member

bopmetz@gmail.com

386-517-689

Rosemary Hale

ARC Member

rosemaryhale1961@yahoo.com

386-338-2909

APPENDIX Exhibit H – Shelter Cove Home Builders
The following builders have been reviewed by the ARC and are accepted as builders meeting
community standards for Shelter Cove HOA, based on credentials and portfolios of completed
homes. This is not an endorsement or recommendation by the HOA or the ARC. Owners are
welcomed to bring forward other qualified builders for ARC review that are not on the below list.


Saltwater Homes, 126 Del Palma Drive Palm Coast, Fl 32137, tel. 386-447-4400



Stoughton and Duran Custom Homes, 160 Cypress Point Parkway, Unit C211, Palm
Coast, FL 32164, Cell : 386-264-3797 Office : 386-627-8993 ext 0



Del Construction, 55 Steeplechase Trail, Flagler Beach, FL 32136, tel. 386-931-2568



Waterside Homes, 10 Biscayne Drive, Palm Coast, FL 32137, tel. 386-931-5935
(PROVISIONAL)



Poimboeuf Homes, Inc., 1857 Wells Road, Suite 215, Orange Park, FL 32073,
tel. 904-278-2822



By The Shore, Inc. 1600 N. State Street, Suite 103, Bunnell, FL 32110,
tel. 386-263-8289
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A-Plus Homes 306 S Railroad Street, Unit C, Bunnell, FL 32110 Phone: 386-263-3331
https://www.aplushomes.net/custom-homes-1

APPENDIX Exhibit I – Shelter Cove Accepted Dock Builders


Elite Marine Construction 14 Utility Dr. #9 PALM COAST, FL 32137 tel. 386-627-8289
elitemarineconstruction@gmail.co



Maritime Construction Inc. PO Box 2014, Flagler Beach, FL 32136 tel. 386-693-4884
maritimedocks@att.net



New Wave Marine Construction PO BOX 353 Flagler Beach FL, 32136 tel. 386.283.0012 /
386.986.0480 newwavemarinefl@gmail.com

APPENDIX Exhibit J - Shelter Cove Accepted Pool Builders


Exquisite Pool & Spas 1661 Richland Avenue, DeLand, FL 32724
Office: (386) 216-9945 Email: info@bestbuiltpool.com



Ohanu Waters, Inc. 4490 North us1 Suite 109, Bunnell, Florida 32110
Phone: (386) 246-9986



Pool Captain Corporation 2729 East Moody Blvd Suite 308, Bunnell, FL 32110, USA
Phone: (386) 931-3778 https://www.poolcaptain.com/



Slesser Pools and Spas

Phone: 386-931-1183

https://www.slesserpoolsandspas.com/

APPENDIX Exhibit K - Shelter Cove Accepted Landscape & Irrigation Contractors


Yellowstone Landscaping 3235 N State St, Bunnell, FL 32110
Email: https://www.yellowstonelandscape.com/



Dolphin Irrigation Plus P.O. Box 350763, Palm Coast, FL 32135 Tel: 386-445-0284
Mobile: 386-338-1000
https://www.dolphinirrigationplus.com/landscaping



Paradise Landscaping & Irrigation 210 N Tubb St Box 336, Oakland, FL 34760
Phone: (407) 575-0203
http://flparadiselandscaping.com/

Phone: (386) 437-6211
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